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Entanglement and the Speed of Evolution in Mixed States
Judy Kupferman and Benni Reznik
Shool of Physis and Astronomy, Raymond and Beverly Sakler Faulty
of Exat Sienes, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel.
Entanglement speeds up evolution of a pure bipartite spin state, in line with the time energy
unertainty. However if the state is mixed this is not neessarily the ase. We provide a ounter
example and point to other fators aeting evolution in mixed states, inluding lassial orrelations
and entropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The speed with whih a quantum system evolves from
one state to the next is a subjet of both theoretial and
pratial interest. The question sheds light on the nature
of time and of quantum evolution in general[1℄. Prati-
al appliations are evident in the design of a possible
quantum omputer, and also in quantum metrology in-
luding the establishment of preise frequeny standards
[2℄, and in optial and atomi loks[3℄. Some applia-
tions will require as fast a period as possible, while others
require maximal distinguishability between states. Sine
pratial appliations nearly always involve some loss of
purity, it is also neessary to onsider the evolution of
mixed states.
Speed of evolution of a quantum system has been
shown to be inversely proportional to energy or energy
spread (E or ∆E) [4℄. It has also been shown that entan-
glement speeds up evolution[5℄. We nd that with mixed
states these are not always the ase. Mixed states with
the idential ∆E show ompletely dierent time evolu-
tion, and there is no lear relationship to the entangle-
ment. In addition to entanglement, fators related to the
mixing ontribute.
We look at a spei model of a bipartite two level
system system and examine fators aeting time evo-
lution, rst when the system is in a pure state, and
then when it is mixed. With a pure state the system
behaves as expeted. However with mixed states we
nd surprising behavior. We look at three states whih
mix a maximally entangled state and separable states
in dierent representative ways. One is a Werner state,
whih mixes a maximally entangled state with a maxi-
mally mixed state: ρwer =
1−x
4 Id + x |Ψ
+〉 〈Ψ+| . where
|Ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|10〉+ |01〉). The seond, whih we nikname
ρgisin [7℄, mixes Ψ
+
with a mixture of produt states:
ρgis =
(1−x)
2 [|00〉 〈00|+ |11〉 〈11|] + x |Ψ
+〉 〈Ψ+| . This
will enable us to inspet the role of lassial orrelations
of the produt states. The third state is a mixture of Ψ+
with a maximally polarized state with no orrelations at
all: ρ3 = (1− x) |00〉 〈00| + x |Ψ
+〉 〈Ψ+| . ρwer is entan-
gled for x ≥ 13 , ρgis for x ≥
1
2 , and ρ3 for all x > 0.
Our model has two physially separated spins eah in
a magneti eld, with the eld for eah spin orthogonal
to the spin axis, so that the evolution operator ontains
σx for eah spin. Figure 1 shows time evolution for these
three lasses of mixed state for small t. The graphs show
the speed of deay from the original state as a funtion
of x. For all three lasses of states, taking 〈E〉 = tr (ρH)
we nd ∆E = 2(1 + x) . However we see in Figure 1
that although the states have the same ∆E , their time
evolution is dierent.
As will be disussed in Setion III, the hange in a
state is proportional to exp
(
−t2/τ2
)
, and Figure 1 shows
τ2 as a funtion of x, so that the lower the graph, the
faster the rate of deay. With the Werner state entangle-
ment inreases with x, and indeed the state is stationary
at the identity and speed of evolution inreases with in-
reasing x. However the enter graph of the Gisin state
shows inreasing speed both for inreasing x (inreasing
entanglement), and also with dereasing x. For the Gisin
state, dereasing x means inreasing lassial orrelations
so that these too may aet the speed. The third ma-
trix gives the most surprising graph. Entanglement, as
measured by the onurrene[8℄, rises linearly with x, but
the graph of the speed of deay is learly not a monotoni
funtion of the entanglement and for x < 0.38 speed in-
reases as entanglement dereases. Thus we see from
Figure 1 that short time evolution reveals the essential
dierene between mixed and pure states: with mixed
states speed is no longer inversely proportional to ∆E,
and it is not neessarily a monotoni funtion of entan-
glement.
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Figure 1: Time evolution for the three matries (deay oef-
ient as funtion of mixing)
Therefore other fators are at work as well. These are
onneted to the mixing and inlude lassial orrelations
and entropy. In this paper we provide an analysis of their
ontribution to evolution. The paper is organized as fol-
lows. First we give details of the model and its evolution
2when the system is in a pure state. Then we onsider
mixed states. In that ase it beomes neessary to in-
spet dierent aspets of evolution separately: evolution
for a short time (as disussed above), period of evolution
and maximal distane from the original state. We then
separate the eet of lassial orrelations by looking at
the period and distane of states whih are mixed but
not entangled. We see that lassial orrelations too an
speed up the period of evolution, but at the expense of
reduing maximal distane. This an be useful in appli-
ations where the hange itself is important rather than
the distane between states. Finally, we show through
numerial means that all orrelations speed up evolution
while entropy slows it down.
II. DETAILS OF THE MODEL
We take a bipartite two level system, modeled as two
spins in magneti elds. The spins are physially sep-
arated so that a loal operation on one will not loally
aet the other. The Hamiltonian for the total system is
H = Ha +Hb, where Hi = ~σi·nˆi , i refers to the rst or
seond spin and nˆi refers to the diretion of the magneti
eld at the loation of that spin.
For a pure state it is easily shown that speed
of evolution is a monotoni rising funtion of en-
tanglement. Taking a state with arbitrary entangle-
ment, Ψ = α |↑↑〉 + β |↓↓〉, where quantization is
along the z axis and entanglement is maximal for
α = β = 1√
2
, the state will reah orthogonality
when 〈Ψ|U |Ψ〉 = 0, where U = e−i(~σ·nˆ)a+(~σ·nˆ)b =
(cos t · Id− i sin t~σ · nˆ)a (cos t · Id− i sin t~σ · nˆ)b . Equat-
ing the real and imaginary parts separately to zero we
nd the time to reah an orthogonal state,
t⊥ = arc cot
√
〈( ~σa · nˆa) · (~σb · nˆb)〉. (1)
Plugging in, for example, σx on both spins, t⊥ = π2 for a
produt state, where either α or β is zero. The time de-
reases ontinuously with inreasing entanglement, and
for a maximally entangled state reahes a minimum at
π
4 .
The magnet angles whih will give maximal speed are
obtained by minimizing the funtion for time, and by tak-
ing into aount onstraints from the imaginary part of
the equation. It turns out that optimal angles for produt
states must have one of the magnets orthogonal to its spin
axis, while for maximally entangled states the optimum
depends solely on the relationship between the two mag-
nets. For example for the antiorrelated singlet optimal
magnet angles are antilinear, whereas for a orrelated en-
tangled state
1√
2
(|11〉+ |00〉) we have θa = θb, φ = −φb.
Eah of the four Bell states has a dierent set of on-
straints for optimal angles, so that we have an external
physial onstraint reeting the inner struture of the
state.
III. MIXED STATES: SHORT TERM
EVOLUTION
Time evolution in this model has (at least) three as-
pets: evolution for a short time, period, and maximal
distane from the original state. With pure states this
distintion does not add information, but in the ase of
mixed states eah of the three aspets gives dierent re-
sults.
We begin with evolution for a short time, whih we all
the kiko. For pure states
|〈Ψ0 | Ψ(t)〉|
2 =
˛˛
˛
D
Ψ0 | e
− i
~
Ht | Ψ0
E˛˛
˛2
≃
˛˛
˛˛1− it
~
〈H〉 −
t2
2~2
˙
H2
¸˛˛˛˛
2
= 1−
t2
~2
“˙
H2
¸
− 〈H〉2
”
∼= e
− t
2
~2
δE2
(2)
so that for a short time the deay oeient is δE2/~2
and the speed of evolution is indeed proportional to the
energy spread.
For mixed states we take a diret analog of delity in
the density matrix formalism:
F (ρ (t = 0) , ρ(t)) =
tr (ρ (t = 0) · ρ(t))
tr
“
ρ (t = 0)2
” = tr
`
ρ0Uρ0U
†
´
tr(ρ0)2
(3)
The denominator is for normalization. The transparent
analogy to delity for pure states makes this a onvenient
measure: for a pure state where ρ = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| this redues
to
〈Ψ| |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|U |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|U† |Ψ〉
〈Ψ| |Ψ〉
(4)
whih is just the square of the delity. Expanding F as
we did in Eq.2 by taking U ≃ 1− iHt we obtain
tr
`
ρ0Uρ0U
†
´
tr(ρ2
0
)
= 1− t2
trρρHH − trρHρH
trρ2
≃ e
− t
2
τ2
(5)
so that (taking ~ = 1), 1
τ2
is analogous to δE2 for pure
states. Therefore we an examine the relationship be-
tween energy spread and time in the ase of density ma-
tries as well. Figure 1 shows τ2 as a funtion of x.
Though δE2 is idential for all three lasses of states:
ρwer, ρgis and ρ3 , they have learly dierent behavior
[14℄.
This behavior is also seen with the more onventional
trae distane measure. Trae distane is dened as
D(ρ, σ) ≡ 12 tr |ρ− σ|[9℄. We take ρ = ρ(t = 0) and
σ = ρ(t) = UρU †. For pure states this gives the same
result as in Setion II: the more entangled the ini-
tial state, the faster it evolves to an orthogonal state.
The trae distane for a pure general entangled state
|ψent〉 = cos γ |10〉 − sin γ |01〉 is D (t) = |sin (2γ) sin (2t)|
. So at t = π4 the distane may equal unity (orthog-
onal state), but only for maximal entanglement where
sin γ = 1√
2
; for lower entanglement, orthogonality is
reahed at a later time. For mixed states the graph of
trae distane for small t shows the same surprising re-
sults for our three matries as that shown in Figure 1.
For example with ρ3, for a ertain range of values of x,
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Figure 2: Trae distane for partially entangled mixed state
ρ3. The onurrene grows linearly with x. Top is for time till
pi
4
and bottom shows a full yle. The lowest urve in both
graphs is more entangled than the seond lowest.
states whih are more entangled evolve more slowly than
states whih are less entangled. See Figure 2.
As before, we see that ontrary to expetation, there
is no lear indiation that the speed inreases as a result
of inreasing entanglement: or rather, it inreases with
inreasing entanglement but also in other ases. Entan-
glement may be aeting the speed but there must be an-
other fator or fators as well [15℄. The question is what
these fators are, aside from energy and energy spread.
The additional fators must be related to the mixing, and
inlude lassial orrelations and entropy.
IV. NON ENTANGLED MIXED STATES
The other two aspets of time evolution are helpful
in unveiling additional fators, and it is important to
distinguish between them. Time evolution in this model
is periodi. We therefore look at two dierent aspets of
period. First is the length of a half yle, that is, the
time needed to reah an orthogonal or maximally distant
state, whih for simpliity we will refer to as period
The seond aspet of interest is the maximal ahievable
distane. Both of these are seen with the trae distane
measure, and optimizing for eah gives dierent results.
The problem with evolution of mixed states is to sep-
arate out the dierent eets of mixing and of lassial
and quantum orrelations. In order to isolate the eet
of lassial fators we rst examine a mixed state with
no quantum orrelations at all. In this setion we treat a
spei toy model, in order to larify the dierent eets
of period and distane. In the next setion we will deal
with separable states in general, and attempt to isolate
the fators of orrelation and entropy.
Quantum orrelations were expressed in Setion II us-
ing α and β, whih went from 0 (or 1) for a produt
state to
1√
2
for maximal entanglement. We now look
at a lassial analogy in a non-entangled density matrix,
ρ = a |11〉 〈11|+ (1− a) |00〉 〈00|, where for a = 12 we all
the state maximally orrelated in analogy to the quan-
tum formalism. This is not a standard measure of or-
relations; that would be better expressed with mutual
information, and we do so in Setion V. The measure in
this setion attempts to look only at the extent of the de-
parture from a pure produt state to a mixed orrelated
state, and its eet on time evolution.
We look at the time evolution from two dierent as-
pets. First we optimize for period, hoosing magnet an-
gles whih give the fastest possible period regardless of
the distane ahieved. Afterwards we optimize for trae
distane rather than period. In the rst ase the mixing
leads to speedup and redues distane. In the seond it
auses slowdown but eventually all states reah orthogo-
nality.
Figure 3 shows a graph of the trae distane as a fun-
tion of time for representative values of a, optimized for
period. The fastest period (
π
4 ) but with the smallest
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Figure 3: (Color online) Trae distane of produt mixture for
various values of a (σx on both spins). Top urve (red): a=0,1.
Lowest urve (blak): a=1/2. Seond lowest urve(blue, ma-
genta): a=1/4, 3/4. Third lowest urve (green): a=1/8. Se-
ond highest urve (yellow): a=9/10.
ahievable distane (
1
2 ) are attained when the state is
maximally mixed, a = 12 . For a pure produt state,
a = 1 and a = 0, the period is twie as slow
(
π
2
)
but
the states reah orthogonality with a distane of 1. The
graph shows that as the mixing approahes the produt
state, the point of maximal distane omes later and the
distane grows. Thus we see that under the appropriate
operators inreasing mixing redues trae distane, but
the distane reahes maximum more quikly.
If instead, we optimize angles for the largest attainable
trae distane (whih is at the expense of speed) we see
in Figure 4 that all states ahieve optimal distane, but
the greater the mixing (the farther from a pure produt
state), the slower the kiko and general rate of evolu-
tion. This is probably the reason that when optimized for
trae distane, entangled mixed states do not neessarily
ahieve the optimal distane so quikly: the mixing at-
tentuates the result. For pratial purposes it is the rst
ase, with optimization for period, whih is interesting:
in appliations where the speed of hange is important
rather than its extent, inreasing mixing of lassially
orrelated states may improve the result. It should be
noted that this applies only to a bipartite state. For
larger systems further investigation is neessary.
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Figure 4: (Color online) Trae distane for produt mixture,
optimized for maximum distane. Top is for time till
pi
4
and
bottom shows a full yle. In both graphs the highest (blak)
urve is a pure produt state, the lowest is maximally mixed
(a = 1
2
), and slope inreases as a approahes 0 or 1. Note,
however, that all ases reah an orthogonal state at the same
time
pi
2
.
V. MUTUAL INFORMATION AND ENTROPY
In the previous setion we looked at the eet of mix-
ing as a whole on a toy model, and distinguished be-
tween the aspets of period and distane. We now deal
with the problem on a more general basis, and attempt
to separate out the fators of orrelations and of entropy.
A measure of the total orrelations between two subsys-
tems is mutual information, dened in terms of entropy:
I (ρAB) = S (ρA)+S (ρB)−S (ρAB). This is atually the
relative entropy between ρAB and ρA ⊗ ρB and so it is
a measure of orrelations between the subsystems [11℄ .
Groisman et al.[12℄ have shown that mutual information
may be seen as desribing both lassial and quantum
orrelations. States with maximal lassial orrelations
have I=1, and entangled states inlude lassial as well as
quantum orrelations and have higher I, up to 2 for maxi-
mally entangled states. For separable states, a numerial
searh went through a total of 36× 106 separable states.
Nearly all of these separable states are mixed (pure states
onstitute only the surfae of the Bloh sphere.) For
these states, we show in Figure 5 the dierene in dis-
tane, Ddif = D
(
t = π4
)
− D
(
t = π2
)
, as a funtion of
mutual information, where for eah state we optimized
angles to give the highest value of Ddif . This optimizes
for fastest period, that is, reahing the maximal trae
distane as quikly as possible. Taking the distane from
0− π4 would be deeptive, beause we have seen that one
state may have a higher distane at
π
4 than another, but
then ontinue to a maximum at, for example,
π
3 , so that
it atually reahes its maximum later, while the rst state
reahed its maximum at
π
4 . We ould have optimized for
kiko or maximal distane rather than period, of ourse;
it was neessary to hoose one spei aspet of evolu-
tion, and this proved the least ambiguous of the three. In
the previous setion when optimizing for period we found
a spei referene point that proves useful: a distane of
1/2 for t = π4 . Indeed we will see with a numerial searh
that no unentangled state reahes a greater distane at
this point.
We found that the fastest evolving states have a half-
yle of
π
4 and so this funtion Ddif shows the maximal
distane obtained at the fastest yle. As with the toy
model, here too the maximal trae distane for this pe-
riod is found to be 1/2. Therefore if orrelations are
the sole ause we would expet all optimal states whih
have a distane of 1/2 to have mutual information of 1,
that is, maximal total orrelations for a separable state.
In fat the majority of these states do - but not all of
them. Some states whih do not have maximal orrela-
tions still ahieve the optimum trae distane. Therefore
trae distane is not a monotoni funtion of the total
orrelations, and some other fator is in eet as well.
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Figure 5: Trae distane as a funtion of mutual information
for separable states. Most, but not all states whih ahieve
maximal distane have mutual information approahing 1.
Mean: 0.8608(x),0.4928(y). Median: 0.9296(x), 0.4942 (y).
Std: 0.1461(x), 0.005979(y).
We therefore used the results of the same searh to
graph trae distane as a funtion of Von Neumann en-
tropy. The result is similar to the previous setion: most
states with the optimal trae distane have the minimal
entropy S = 1, as for a maximally orrelated state - but
again, not all of them. Some states with higher entropy
also ahieve the maximum trae distane, as shown in
Figure 6. Yet although the same data were used for both
- the same states eah with its trae distane - the graphs
are not exatly inverse images of eah other. It appears
that in nonentangled mixed states both orrelations and
entropy aet time evolution and further work is nees-
sary to larify the eet.
VI. ENTANGLED MIXED STATES
We now turn to entangled states. It would be desirable
to isolate the eet of entanglement on evolution from the
other fators in all mixed states. At present we an show
this for the three matries mentioned above, as follows:
When magnet angles are zˆ, −zˆ , as shown in Figure 7,
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Figure 6: Trae distane as a funtion of entropy for separable
states. Most, but not all states whih ahieve maximal dis-
tane have entropy approahing 1. Mean: 1.13(x),0.481(y).
Median: 1.057(x), 0.4951 (y). Std: 0.1572(x), 0.09249(y).
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Figure 7: (Color online)Trae distane as funtion of time for the
three representative matries. Magnet angles are σz , σ−z . With
these angles, the graph is the same for all three matries: ρwer ,
ρGisin and ρ3. The urves represent mixing values. Lowest (blue)
x=1/3, entangled for the Werner state, but not for ρGisin; highest
(red): x=1, maximally entangled for all three matries and reahes
a distane of 1, that is, an orthogonal state. For a produt mixture,
x |11〉 〈11|+(1− x) |00〉 〈00|, the trae distane is zero for all values
of x.
all three matries have the same graph, while the produt
mixture does not evolve at all. This is beause produt
states (e.g.|11〉 〈11|) are invariant at these angles, so that
in this olumn we are looking only at the eet of the
amount of entanglement on the trae distane and have
neutralized the eet of mixing produt states. In this
ase all three matries give exatly the same analytial
funtion for trae distane, D = |xsin(2t)| and thus dou-
ble yle is preserved for all x , that is, for any degree of
entanglement in the mixture. In addition, x attenuates
the maximum distane. It is notable that three matries
have the idential analytial trae distane funtion, even
though the third is always entangled and the others are
not. In addition, the general shape is the same whether
the matrix is entangled or not (e.g. x < 13 and x >
1
3 for
Werner states). Entanglement learly speeds up evolu-
tion, but the inrease is smoothly aeted by something
else as well and evidently this is not the mixing with
produt states whih has now been neutralized. It must
be noted that entangled states possess lassial orrela-
tions as well. Therefore evolution in this ase may be
aeted both by quantum and by lassial orrelations.
This would aount for the smoothness of the graphs.
However in addition all three matries have the same
energy spread ∆E so the relation between energy spread
and evolution seems here to be in fore. This shows that
it is the mixing with produt states that distorted the
relationship, and when they are neutralized it returns.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We found that the speed of evolution in mixed states
diers from that in pure states in that it is inuened
not only by entanglement (whih reets the amount of
energy spread) and by external onstraints - magnet an-
gle in this model - but also by fators due to the mixing.
For the three matries, the aepted ∆E∆t relationship
is preserved only if mixing with produt states is neu-
tralized. Mixing introdues lassial orrelations and en-
tropy, both of whih aet evolution. Neither of them
alone an aount for it, but the relationship between
them is not yet lear. This may be beause the measure
of mutual information inludes quantum orrelations as
well as lassial, and the two do not neessarily have the
same eet (e.g. maximally mixed lassial orrelations
derease distane with inreased period, quantum orre-
lations do not). Further work might inlude a measure
whih exludes quantum orrelations and then a fun-
tional relationship might be found between the eet of
lassial orrelations and of entropy.
Period an be speeded up by maximally mixed las-
sial orrelation, but this redues trae distane. When
optimized for maximal distane rather than period, suh
orrelations attenuate possible trae distane and slow
the evolution down. In any ase it is neessary to larify
whih aspet of time evolution - period or maximal dis-
tane - is relevant to the disussion, as optimization for
either gives dierent results.
In sum, time evolution in mixed states appears to be
aeted by entanglement, lassial orrelations, entropy,
and external onstraints. We have attempted to point
out the various eets of these fators. These onlu-
sions are a result of numerial methods and of analyti
alulations for spei ases. Future work should in-
lude an attempt to reah a general analyti expression
for the relative ontributions of lassial and quantum
orrelations as well as entropy to the speed of evolution.
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